NAB Velocity’s Semi-Integrated RMS Plugin Brings the Power of EMV
Adoption to Microsoft Dynamics Retail Management System
Plugin Works with Ingenico’s Telium Series of Terminals Running Microsoft’s POS System for
Small and Midsize Businesses

TROY, Mich., June 15, 2016 – Multi-faceted award-winning payment solutions provider North American
Bancard Holdings, LLC (NAB), announced NAB Velocity, its front-end omnichannel payments platform, is
expanding its semi-integrated processing solutions for merchants by providing plug-in support for
Microsoft Dynamics Retail Management System (RMS), a point-of-sale (POS) system for small and
midsize businesses. The plugin will provide users of select Ingenico Telium POS terminals running
Microsoft Dynamics RMS with EMV adoption and certification and better security for customer data and
information.
Microsoft Dynamics Retail Management System (RMS) provides small to midsize retailers with a
complete POS solution that is easily adapted to meet their unique requirements. Velocity’s SemiIntegrated (VSI) RMS plugin allows the Dynamics RMS to work with Ingenico’s Telium series of POS
terminals programmed with Velocity’s pre-certified EMV application. The plugin eliminates the need for
software changes and the requirement of additional database setup and maintenance within the
Dynamics RMS configuration.
The VSI RMS plugin supports Microsoft Dynamics RMS 2.0, and provides authorization and settlement of
all major credit and debit card transactions made within the RMS application. Certified for EMV on
Ingenico’s ICT 220/250, IPP 320/350, ISC 250/480, IWL 228/258 Telium terminals, the VSI RMS plugin
allows acceptance of all transaction types, including magnetic stripe and EMV credit and debit cards,
and NFC contactless payments such as Apple Pay™, Android Pay™ and Samsung Pay™. It also uses
authentication, point-to-point encryption (P2PE) and tokenization to ensure customer data is secure.
“Our Velocity Semi-Integrated RMS plugin makes it easy for small-to-midsize businesses who use
Microsoft Dynamics RMS POS solutions to take advantage of Velocity’s processing and security
capabilities,” said Pat Ward, Vice President of Channel Sales at NAB Velocity. “With this plug in,
Microsoft RMS users receive direct integration with Velocity and they can now take advantage of the
many top-notch features it offers, from fast EMV adoption to data security and some of the best
interchange rates in the industry. We are excited to be able to offer this part of our free terminal
placement program along with no additional fees for the plugin or gateway.”
About NAB Velocity:
NAB Velocity, based in Denver Colo., turns the complex simple by providing software developers and
businesses with secure and customizable payment solutions. These solutions include credit and debit
card processing, ACH processing, and gift/loyalty card programs from an ecosystem of world-class
payment service providers. As a division of North American Bancard Holdings, LLC (NAB), a leading
industry partner with over 20 years of experience and knowledge of servicing merchants, enabling
agents, and supporting partners, NAB Velocity is the omnichannel platform to an integrated system of
payment and merchant services. For more information, visit www.nabvelocity.com

